FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
IZON NETWORK BECOMES THEIR OWN MOBILE VIRTUAL
NETWORK OPERATOR (MVNO)
Dramatically Decreasing IZON’s Cost of Rolling Out Its Network To All Verticals
SCOTTSDALE, AZ – February 14, 2019
IZON Network, Inc. (OTC: IZNN), also known as IZON Golf, a leader in GPS and Total Course
Technology for the golf industry and the creator of a premium outdoor advertising & content network
is announcing yet another major step forward. IZON has partnered with an existing MVNO (Mobile
Virtual Network Operator) to give it full MVNO status. This partnership reduces IZON’s monthly
cellular expenses dramatically decreasing IZON’s cost of rolling out its network.
“This partnership will allow us to work directly with all major Cellular Carriers at a much more granular
level. We were looking for a partnership that would provide us with a very sophisticated solution for
the deployment of our IZON tablet product in to any vertical” said Tim Ummel, CEO. “As an MVNO
our Team can now provision lines directly with the Carriers from one central dashboard, manage all
of those lines in real time and provide our Customers the absolute best service and forward-looking
management of all of their devices deployed out in the field.”
As IZON looks to other verticals, outside of Golf, to roll out its Total Technology Solution it will be able
to manage its network and reduce costs in a way its competitors simply cannot. IZON’s ability to
completely control provisioning for each device on the IZON Network brings an entirely different level
of service IZON can provide to its users. In real time each device can be monitored for SIM card
activity, power and connectivity levels. IZON will be able to alert its customers to any issues that they
may experience in a specific geographic region or territory ahead of time. IZON’s management believes their new MVNO status gives them a competitive advantage opening up deployment
opportunities into new verticals both domestically & internationally.
About IZON Golf
IZON is an innovator in creating the ultimate digital content and GPS platforms for golf. With a rich
feature set for the golfer that include IZON Side Games, Tournaments and a proprietary Companion App
courses are finding an entirely new way to provide additional value to their customers. At the same
time IZON provides the golf course operator an entire Fleet Management, Agronomic and Operational
suite of services to manage their course operations. In addition, IZON has created one of the most
unique premium outdoor advertising networks as well with its proprietary Ad server, IZON REACH.
For more information visit www.izonnetwork.com / www.izongolf.com or contact:
Mike Kordysz: mkordysz@izonnetwork.com
IZON, IZON Golf and IZON Network are trademarks of IZON Network, Inc. All other company and product names
may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
This release contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
These statements appear in a number of places in this release and include all statements that are not statements
of historical fact regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of IZON Network, Inc., its directors or its
officers with respect to, among other things: (i) financing plans; (ii) trends affecting its financial condition or results
of operations; (iii) growth strategy and operating strategy. The words “may,” “would,” “will,” “expect,” “estimate,”
“can,” “believe,” “potential” and similar expressions and variations thereof are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. Investors are cautioned that any such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond IZON Network, Inc.’s ability to
control, and actual results may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a
result of various factors. More information about the potential factors that could affect the business and financial
results is and will be included in IZON Network, Inc.’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

